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ABSTRACT 

The main objective of this study was to establish the factors that 
influence the durability of the surface configurations that are used or can be used 
to provide high and long lasting skid resistance for portland cement concrete 
pavements° In the development of such durable surface texture an insight into 
the pavement wear mechanism in the presence of grooves is necessary. The 
wear of pavements may involve polishing and small-scale degradation at the top 
surface as well as a possible large-scale material loss. 

The study of wear phenomena for rough textured concrete pavements 
involved the investigation of 

(2) 
The surface behavior of the pavement• and 

the structural behavior of the area below the top surface 
and around the grooves° 

The wear pheno.mena occuring at the top surface was investigated experi- 
mentally by petrographic examination of thin sections prepared from the cores 
taken from actual highways that had experienced various degrees of wear° The 
samples included saw cut grooves imparted to the worn concrete surface• and also 
textures imparted to the fresh concrete pavements by burlap drag and metal tines° 

The microscopic study of the thin sections showed that most of the cracks 
were found at the top surface and virtually no cracks were seen at the bottom of 
the grooves. Variation in the strength of the pastes affected the wear° The loss 
of material at the surface in strong pastes resulted from flaking• and in weaker 
pastes it was because of crushing° Both pastes yielded good microtexture• but the 
weaker mixtures wore faster. The chipping of aggregates at planes and zones of 
weakness also provided good microtexture. 

Concrete slabs having different surface textures were prefabricated and 
tested on a circular test track° After I•670•, 000: wheel passes, no appreciable 
wear was observed° This indicated that the surface pressures exerted by the tires 
used in the test track are Iowa and it takes a large number of wheel passes to wear 
the pavement surface° 

The samples studied microscopically h.ad a maximum groove depth of 
1/8" (3.2_ram), and it was noted that a large-scale material failure did not occur 
in the concrete and wear was mainly a surface phenomenon. However• deeper 
grooves might cause a structural failure as well as the ordinary surface wear° 

The structural behavior of the area below the top surface and around the 
grooves was investigated theoretically° Involved was.the determination of internal 
stresses within the concrete under an assumed surface loading. If the internal 
stresses wer.e..higher than the ultimate capacity of the material, cracks and 
eventual loss of material would occur at critical regions° This would indicate a 
large-scale failure. Initially three types of grooves• (square• triangular and round 
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having a 1/8 •' (3.2mm) texture depth and.3/4 •' (19.0mm) spacing were considered. 
It was found that the critical locations where, stresses could develop, to cause failure 
were at the bottom or at the corner of the grooves. Later the effect of groove 
geometry on the. internal stresses was investigated theoretically by considering the 
effect of increasing the. depth of square grooves from 1/8 • (3.2mm) to 1 • (25.4.mm) 
in 1/8 • (3.2mm) incre.ments whi[e keepingthe groove width and spacing, constant. 
In this way deeper rectangular grooves were formed that provided better drainage. 
It•is concluded that the deeper grooves are more prone to. structural failure since 
increasingthe depth of the groove yields higher principal tensile stresses. 

The freezing and thawing durability of the square, triangular, and round 
groove configuration was satisfactory, and after 50 cycles no. differences could 
be. distinguished in the durabili•t• of the tested.groove configurations. 
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THE PROBLEM 

Skidding has been a serious proble.m in highway safety• and with the 

•ncrease in traffic density, vehicle speed,, and engine horsepower, the nu.mber 
of skid related accidents and their severity have risen. (19 2, 3) • • certain 
level of frictional resistance between the pave.ment surface and the vehicle tires 

is required for driving,, steering, and braking vehicles. When a tire, prevented 
from rotating, slides along the pavement, the forces generated are called skid 

resistance. (4, 5) The provision• and maintenance of satisfactory skid resistance 

are major concerns in highway engineering and safety. 

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE SKID RESISTANCE 

Tire-pave.merit friction, which is essential for the proper and safe 
performance of any highway, is a complex phenomenon. It is significantly 
affected by t•aetors such as eharaeterist•.es of the tire and the pavement surface, 
and operating conditions such as te.mperature, tire pressure, amount of water 

on the surface, and vehicle speed° The amounts of aeeumulated oH, worn rubber, 
loose dust, and grit on the surfaee also affect the frtetton• (5• 6) The two .most 

important of these, the tire and the pavement surface faetors are discussed below. 

Tire Factors 

The two principal components of rubber friction are adhesion and 
hysteresis. (4, 7,8) Adhesion is caused by the energy dissipation resulting from 
the .making and breaking of ato.mic bonds.at the contact area. Hysteresis 
results fro.m the damping losses in rubber compressed or expanded by the 
surface roughness. 

The skid resistance of dry portland cement concrete pave.ments is 
satisfactory. However, when there is water or any other lubricant on the 
surface, the tire-pave.ment friction decreases cons•.derably. On wet 
surfaces the adhesion component is reduced to a s.mall value, whereas the hysteresis 
component shows little change. Therefore• .many researchers state that the 
hysteresis component is the pri.mary source of wet rubber fr•ctiono i(9) 

*The numbers [n parentheses denote ite.ms in the list of references 
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The hysteresis component of friction increases noticeably as the sliding 
speeds become high (say 50mph (80 km per hr) or above). (•) However, the 
adhesion component_, which is important at low speeds, decreases as the speed 
increases. On_wet pavements, increased vehicle speeds may result in a condition 
known as hydroplaning in which the tire rides up on the water that covers the surface and 
causes a loss of braking and steering cap&bility. Hydroplaning is affected by the 
depth of fluid on the pavement, the surface texture, and the tire tread design. (10, 11, 12) 

Pavement Surface Factors 

Surface texture--the macroscopic and microscopic roughnesses of the 
pavement surface--is the primary parameter of surface characteristics. The coarse 
macrotexture is formed by the finishing methods. A coarse texture provides 
drainage channels for water and imparts the hysteresis component of friction. The 
fine microtexture governs the adhesion compo:nent and provides the contact between 
the tire rubber and the pavement surface. A good skid resistant surface should 
include both fine and coarse textures. 

A surface which orginally yields satisfactory friction values may polish 
or disintegrate under the wear of traffic or the influence of the envir_o.nmer•t 
particularly.freezing and thawing in the presence of deicing chemicals. It is 
desired that the surface retain its texture over the service life of the pavement 

In the past, concrete: pavements as designed have served adequately as 
long as nonpolishing aggregates have been used and a moderate texture obtained. (13) 
The present traffic volumes and the increases in speeds have caused an accelerated 
rate of wear. 

Under the present traffic conditions, a durable texture with comparatively 
large ridges of mortar has become a necessity. The rough texture can be imparted 
to the pavement surface either at the time of construction by the finishing meth0ds or at 
a later date by sawing grooves into the worn surface. (14, 15, 16, 17) The grooves 
cut into the pavement usually have a uniform surface configuration. Those imparted 
to the highway at the time of construction may have randomly or uniformly rough_surface 
textures, depending upon the finishing method. For example, textures e•tablished 
using a burlap drag or broom are of a random nature, whereas fairly uniform textures 
can be achieved using a magnesium fluted float or •rotating drum. 

A study by the New York State Deparmeat of Transportation revealed that 
uniformly rough textures applied during construction wear at a slower rate than 
irregular ones. The uniform textures were formed by the fluted float and had a 
texture depth equivalent to that of a wire broom. They were deeper than those 
produced by the burlap drag or the natural-bristle broom. This study found that the 
better performance of uniformly rough textures is probably due to reduced peak 
stresses and uniform curing. (18) The rough textures improve traction underwet 
conditions at high speeds. (4, 19) Deep textures can be longitudinal, .transverse, or 
skewed. Longitudinalgrooving is considered t• increase the directiona• control of 
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the vehicle and causes the lowest noise level o£ the various orientations and is 
therefore used extensively. (20) 

Although a considerable local and national research effort has been 
directed toward the problem of providing high skid resistance• definitive work 
on the mechanical response for portland cement concrete surfaces• particularly 
those incorporating very severe relief• has been lacking° A recent series of 
reports by the British Road Research Laboratory (17• 21• 22) constitutes the 
primary published effort in this field° 

In Virgini.a• studies directed toward establishing optimum configurations are being conducted through field trials under the guidance of a committee including 
representatives of the Research Council and the Virginia Deparment of Highways 
operating divisions. These studies are beyond the scope although related to this 
project• which is concerned with the wearability of various textures that might offer 
a high degree of skid resistance. On the basis of available published information and 
field experience• }t is apparent that severe textures w}l[ be necessary to 
provide the needed frictional levels° The use of such textures naturally raises 
questions as to their durability. 

PAVEMENT WEAR MI•CHANISM 

The critical need is for a surface configuration that gives high skid 
resistance at high speeds under both wet and dry conditions and is durable for an 
acceptable length of time° In order to estab}ish such a configuration, a better 
understanding of the wear phenomenon is necessary° 

The wear of concrete pavement is influenced by the nu.mber of wheel passages• 
properties of concrete and concreting materials, types of tires• pavement roughness, 
vehicle characteristics, te.mperature• and weather effects. It should be noted that 
the effect of studded tires is not considered in this study. Since it is known that wear 
is accelerated by increased traffic volu.me• the number of wheel passes would be 
expected to be a .major factor. This •s conf}rmed by prior research by the Council 
as sum.marized in Figure io (23) The wheels passing over the pavement impart 
loads to the surface which might result in a .micro-scale .material loss of polishing 
(where s.mall pieces of paste or aggregate would be re.moved) or a macro-scale 
material loss (where larger pieces of .material could break away at zones of high 
stress). After the pieces break away• new highly stressed zones should develop in 
the re.maining surface configuration and cause new pieces to break away° Because of the 
complexity of the mechanical interactions and the heterogeneity of concrete 
a quantitative evaluation .may notbe poss•b!e but even qt•a•itat•re •ndications will be 
of value in identifying the .most probable areas of failure° 

To investigate the pave.ment wear .mechanism in the presence of grooves, 
the top pavement sur£acd• and the area below the top suri•ace and around the grooves 
were considered. 
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If the effect of stresses on •the wear .mechanis.m can be explained• a 
durable surface groove configuration, including the geo.metrics of the surface grooves, 
the pattern, depth, and width of the grooves• and the spacing between the.m, can 
be identified, assuming that the physical roughness and the strength or abrasion 
resistance of the surface are satisfactory. (24) 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

The .main objective of this study was to establish the factors that influence 
the durability of the surface configurations that are used or can be used to provide 
long lasting and high skid resistance for portland ce.ment concrete pave.mentso The 
work consisted of both theoretical and experimental phases within the following scope: 

Concrete cores were extracted fro.m different locations of pave- 
.ments in service and having coarse textures° Speci.mens with 
different levels of wear were obtained. 

(2) The surface and near surface regions of the core samples were 
studied under a microscope° 

(3) Slabs with various surface textures were fabricated and then 
subjected to wear under laboratory conditions° 

(4) Resistance of selected textures t0:freezing and thawing was 
determined in the presence of deicing che.micals but in 
the absence of traffic° 

(5) A theoretical approach was developed for calculating 
the internal stresses around the grooves under a loading 
which approximates that oecuring at the tire-pavement 
interface in the absence o• studded tires. 

(6) The wear observed on the worn surfaces was correlated with the 
calculated stress distribution in an attempt to establish the 
pavement wear mechanism. 

RESEARCH APPROACH 

To establish the pave.ment wear mechanis.m the top surface of the pavement 
was investigated experimentally and the area below the top surface and around the 
grooves was studied theoreticaIlyo Lab studies were pursued and concrete slabs 
having different surface textures were prefabricated and tested on the circular 
test track of the Maryland Road Commission° After I• 670• 000 wheel passes• no 
appreciable wear was observed° Because of the time required to obtain appreciable 



wear as indicated during the tests, concrete cores experiencing various degree, s 
of wear were extracted from actual highways. The specimens included saw-cut 
grooves (I/8" x I/8" (3.2mm•x 3. 2ram) groove) imparted to the worn concrete 
surfaces and also textures imparted to the fresh concrete pave.ments by burlap drag. 
and metal tines. The cut grooves and metal tines generate, fairly unifor.m textures, 
while the burlap drag procedure develops random texture. 

Thin sections were prepared fro.m the cores and were studied 
.microscopically to observe the crack development, the loss of .material at the 
surface and the surface texture. Variation in the strength of the paste and its 
effect on wear were also observed. 

The structural behavior of the area below the top surface and around the 
grooves was investigated using the finite ele.ment method. The theoretical analysis 
involved the determination of internal stresses within the•concrete under an assu.med 
surface loading for square• round and triangular configurations. 

The experi.mental results obtained fro,m the samples with saw-cut 
grooves were correlated with theoreticalresults derived fro.m the square groove configuration. The geo.metry of the groove was varied to observe its affect on the 
internal stresses. Deeper grooves would provide better drainage. 

The freezing and thawing durability of the round, square, and triangular 
grooved surfaces in the presence of deicing chem•.cals but without traffic was studied. 
The unifor.m textures were imparted to a test s}ab which was put in an outdoor 
exposure area and subjected to cycles of freez}ng and thawing in the presence of NaCl. 

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

Test Track Studies 

Concrete slabs having different unifor.m and rando.m rough textures were 
prefabricated and tested in the c•rcular test track. Initially, it was anticipated 
that noticeable progressive wear of the surfa•s could be achieved, and an 
appreciable decrease in the texture depths could be obtained. The sl•bs were 
subjected to I, 670,000 wheel l•asses but no discernible wear was observed. This 
indicated that to obtain a significant decrease •n texture depth utilizing the circular 
track .might be possible only under a very large nu.mber of wheel passes. Because 
of the ti.me limitations of the project and feasibility of occupying the track for 
a long period of time the experimental effort was red}rected to the study of concrete 
cores extracted fro.m the pavements in service. The procedure and results f•o.m 
the test track are included •n the Appendix. 
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Field Concrete Cores 
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_S_a.mp ling 

Since no appreciable wear was observed•onthefest slabs and no facilites 
were available for fast• large-scale wear• samples with varying degrees of wear 
were taken fro.m existing highways° Nine cores were extracted from 1-95 in Henrico 
County• six fro.m 1-64 in New Kent County, and four fro.m 1-64 in Albemarle County• 
using a truck•.mounted drilling rig. In Henrico County• at the [•_tersect[on of 1-95 
and Route 301• six of the samples were taken from the longitudinally grooved section 
and the other three from the transversely grooved section° The longitudinal grooves 
were originally 1/8" (3° 2re.m)deep and widewith 3/4 '' (19o 0mm) spacing° The 
transverse grooves were also 1/8" (3° 2re.m) deep and wide but were spaced I" (25° 4ram) 
apart° 

This portion of 1-95 was completed in 1962o Later.• in May 1969• it was grooved to i.mprove the fr•ctiona[ properties° Because of the high and increasing 
traffic volume• the grooves were losing their depth or even disappearing° The 
samples Were taken fro.m in and out of the wheel path in the southbound traffic lane to 
obtain unworn and .moderately and heavily worn surfaces. The fi•e aggregate •,sed in 
the pavement was quartz river sand obtained fro.m the Mattaponi Sand and Gravel• 
Aylett• Virginia° The coarse aggregat e was granite (fine to .med[t•m grained gneiss) 
produced by General Crushed Stone• verdon• Vao The paving ,mixture• class A-3 
concrete• as required by the Virginia Department of Highways are su.mmarized in 
Table Io (25) 

Table 1 

The Require.merits for Virginia Department of Highways Class A•3 Paving Mixtt•re 

Design Mini.mt•.m Laboratory Compressive Strength at 28 Days 3• 000 psi 

Aggregate Size Nu.mber 

Mini.mu.m Grade Aggregrate 
Mini.mu.m Cement Content 

Maximum Ware r- Cement Ratio 

Slump 
Air Content 

(3) 57 

A 

6 bags/ergo yd. (335.6 kg/cu., m. 

49 

0-3 in., (0-76.re.m) 
6 + 2 percent 

On the portion of 1-64 in Able.marle County near Charlottesville two 
samples were taken from the wheelpath and two outside the wheelpath in the 
westbound traffic lane. This pavement was co.mpieted in Dece.mber 1970• and 
the fresh concrete was finished by multiple burlap drag. The fine aggregate was 
obtained fromSouther• Materi.a•,s Co •Rich:mond• Vao The coarse aggregate was 



biotite granite gneiss produced by Superior Stone Co., Red Hill, Virginia, the same 

aggregate as that used in the laboratory specimens. In 1973, appreciable wear of 
the surface was observed in the wheel paths. 

The portion of 1-64 in New Kent County was completed in late 1972. 
During construction deep grooves were imparted to. the surface with metal tines. 
Tine spacings of 3/4" (19.0mm), 1/2" (12.7ram) and 1/4" (6.4.m.m) were used° 
This pave.ment had not experienced .much traffic at the time cores were extrac•d 
so significant wear had not taken place. Two samples fdr each•spad•g were obtained 
from the right wheelpath of the traffic lane. The aggregates were siliceous sand and 
gravel. The gravel coarse aggregates were obtained fro.m West Brothers Sand and 
Gravel, Strath Road• Rich.mond• Va., and the fine aggregates from J. R. Parker, 
Providence Forge, Va. 

Preparat.ion and Investigatio_n .of Thin_Sections 

To observe the progress of wear, thin sections were prepared fro.m the 

cores and studied under a .microscope. (26,27) This examination .made possible 
a qualitative description of the crack develop.ment around the.grooves, the 
existing surface texture, the orientation and the types of aggregates and the 
loss of material at the surface. 

Thin sections were obtained fro.m the concrete cores by cutting chips about 
1/4" (6.4ram) wide, 1 3'/4" (44.4mm) long, and 1/2" (12.7mm) deep vertically, 
both perpendicular and parallel to the groove direction at the surface. Two chips were 

mounted on the same slide with their top surface edges facing each other and running 
the length of the slide. Then the chips were cut and ground to the desired thickness 
and a cover slip was ce.mented on as a protection. The preparation of thin sections fro.m 
pavement core surfaces is shown in Figure 2. 

The thin sections were 50pro thick° The maxi.mu.m thickness of 
petrographic thin sections used for other pt•rposes is usually 30•um,. The 50•u.m 
thickness was selected as a compromise between good observation conditions and 
physical completeness of the speci.mens. The th}nner the section the greater the 
clarity, the sharper the focus, and the less the diffusion of the light. However, with 
thicker sections there is a lesser danger of loosing the lightly attached aggregates and 
paste near cracks during preparation. 

The plane of the cracks is rando.mly oriented and is irregular throughout 
the .material in three di.mensions. In the case of .microcracks traveling in directions 
other than perpendicular to the plane of the thin section, the presence of paste or 

aggregate beside the crack in the path. of the light might obscure the passage of light. 
This .may appear as a discontinuit• along the path of the crack in the plane of the 
thin section. Of course, certain discontinuties .might be real because of a sub- 
.microscopic granulation of .material filling the crack space or because of a partial 
healing of the crack by subsequent hydration of cement material. 
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Chips cut at the surface of 
the sample 

Chips mounted on a glass 
slide 

A plan view 

Figure 2. Thin section preparation of pavement core surfaces. 
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Results from petrographic observations are of necessity qualative but 
considerable insight into the pavement wear process can be gained from the 
typical results shown in Figures 3-6. 

The thin sections obtained from 1-95 showed a strong paste with a low 
water-ce.ment ratio and air content. Most of the .microcracks presentin the paste 
occurred about 0, 2.ram below the surface. As shown in Figures 3 and 4, these cracks 
propagated parallel to the surface until the.material enclosed became loose and was 

displaced. These flakingtype cracks were considered to result mainly fro.m the 
repetitive loads i.mparted by the traffic. Environmental effects cause cracks with 
different characteristics. Freeze and thaw cracks are deeper in the, .material 
and tend to be horizontal, usually about 2mm below the--surface. Shrinkage cracks 
have. a .more rando.m distribution and often concentrate, at the paste aggregate inter- 
face. The association of cracking with the interface and/or the progression of the 
cracks through rather than around the aggregates depend upon material properties 
and that age at which the strain occurs. Hardened past has an elastic modulus of 
lto4x1061b/in 2 (7 to 28 GPa);whereasthatofaggregates is 5to 10x106 Ib.in 2 

(34 to 69 GPa). (28) This difference could cause cracks at the interface of the aggregates. 

In the strong paste,, besides flaking, other types of cracks were seen, 
so.me at the paste aggregate interface, and some perpendicular to the surface and 
penetrating deep into the paste (possibly predetermined by an air void as shown in 
Figure 5) and some caused by crushing of the paste as shown in Figure 6. 

In figure 5, crack number five looks as if it is discontinuous. A si.milar 
trend was observed in other cracks as well. However, as explained previously it 
is hard to determine the path and nature of the cracks. 

In the less worn speci.mens where an appreciable groove depth was present 
.more cracks were seen in the. areas between the grooves than were seen in the high,[y 
worn speci.mens. In both cases the cracks were distributed evenly. This even 

distribution suggested that the fewer number of cracks in the worn grooved 
pavements was due mainly to the presence of tougher paste with £ewer air voids 

away from the top surface. There were hardly any cracks at the botto.m of the 

grooves. At the shoulders of the grooves, the locations where the groove .meets 
the upper surface, flaking type cracks existed as shown in Figure 3. The 
shoulders of the grooves wore faster than the top surface, .most prcbably because of 

a lack of restraint on one side and because of higher surface pressures i.mparted to them 
under a flexible tire. The tire might stretch and exert higher pressures at the edges. 
As the wear progressed the grooves widened until a level was reached where the groove 
disappeared. This is illustrated in Figure 7. 

Both the longitudinal and the transverse grooves see.med to indicate the 

sa.me trend as far as wear was concerned. In a few of the deep grooves a vertical 
crack near the groove was noticed as shown in Figure 8. Due to the limited quantity 
of samples studied, the ex}stence of this crack was not attributed to any specific 
cause• 
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Epoxy potting resin 

Surface profile 
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Photomicrographs of thin sections showing surface cracks 
that cause flaking. 
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Epoxy potting resin 

Surface profile 
Crack 

O, 

Figure 4. A groove cut from 1-95 is pictured in thin section. The bottom 
of the groove is round because of the saw cut. The arrow in the 
top picture points out a flaking crack enlarged in the picture at 
the bottom. 
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O. 2 mm O. 2 mm 

Air void 

Epoxy potting resin 

Surface profile 

Figure 6. Photomicrographs showing the crushing of the paste 
predetermined by an air void. 

Figure 7. Progressive wear modeled after the specimens obtained 
from the grooved section of 1-95 at intersection with Route 
301. The bottom of the grooves is considered as datum. 
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Epoxy potting resin 

Surface profile 
Crack 

Figure 80 In a few deep grooves a vertical crack near the groove was observed. 

The samples prepared from the cores taken on 1-64 in Albe.marle County 
showed the presence of a weak paste at the very top st•rface• less than 0o 5.mm deep° 
Undernea•h this thin weak layer of paste• the presence of .more aggregate and fewer 
air voids provided a stronger concrete .matr•Xo The weak paste was the result of a high water-ce.ment ratio• bleed channels• and a h•gh percentage of air voids° It 
disintegrated into small chunks rather than flaking as a result of the crushing of 
the paste, initiated by the presence of the air voids and asperities as shown in Figure 6° 
The fine aggregate was river sand with planes of weakness° Very few coarse aggregate 
particles (biotite .granite gneiss) were exposed° These particles also had planes of 
weakness° The bri•ttle character of the aggregates caused chips to come off• and 
provided for the .maintenance o]• a good .microtexture. This section of 1-64 was textured 
by burlap drag° The path under the wheels was worn but retained •.ts .microtextureo 
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In the stretch of pavement on 1-64 in New Kent County, the paste examined 
showed characteristics similar to those of the paste on 1-64 in Ablemarle County. 
It had a high water-ce.ment ratio at the top surface• The quality of concrete 
beneath this layer was better. Mainly crushing of the paste occurred.. The 
aggregates used were sand and gravel obtained fro.m the same source° So.me were toughened by .metamorphosis, so they adhered to each other very wello So.me 
were friable 

This portion of 1-64had been opened to traffic recently. On the surface 
a very good microtexture, a large number of asperities and no polishing were 
observed, as seen in Figure 9. At the bottom of the grooves deposits of mortar 
were noticed (Figur•eg)o These .might be due to the finishing operations when 
loose surface .mortar .might have been carried to the bottom of the groove° 

When the groove spacings were large, .more fine aggregates were exposed 
at the surface, and the coarse aggregate was closer to the surface. The .more 
closely spaced tines appeared to have pushed the coarse aggregate down and left 
mainly .mortar in the area between the grooves. 

The weak [ayer of paste seen in both portions of 1-64 .might be attributable 
to the texturfng .methods on fresh concrete. The burlap drag or the .metal fine 
.might cause so.me disturbance that would result in the accu.mu.lation of water in the 
near surface area° Another possibility is •that during .mixing a weak layer of paste with 
a high water-ce.ment ratio .might form at the surface because of bleeding° 

The top surface of a fresh .mix .might be weak regardless of the quality of 
the .mix° As this weak su.rface wears off, the concrete exposed can yield high and 
long lasting skid resistance, provided the .mix is of good quality° 

The paste at the surface was observed to contain .more CaCO 3 than the 
paste at the botto.m of the grooves. The carbonation of cement paste produces 
a hard surface layer in which healing cannot take place. Th}s layer .might well 
be considered .more brittle when compared to the partially hydrated, uncarbonated 
paste belowo 

The top surface of the grooved, rough textured pave.ments showed .more 
carbonation than the botto.m of the grooves° This .may be due to the fact that 
carbonation .mainly occurs at 50% R I:Io (relative hu.midity) and is a slow process 
for zero and 100% Ro H Fii•ty percent R H is expected to occur at the top 
surface rather than at the botto.m of the grooves, which act as water channels, 
The samples fro.m the new section of 1-64 showed less carbonation than the 
others since carbonation is a time-consuming phenomenon° 

The texture should be deep enough so that when the top weak surface wears 
away an appreciably rough texture can be .maintained° At so.me locations on 1-64 
west of Charlottesville the original texture was not too deep and the .microtexture 
had disappeared° On 1-64 in New Kent County• even when the top surface wears 
away there will still be some rough texture to provide the necessary frictional 
properties° 
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Ereez_ing a.nd Thawi_ n.g D.u•r•a_b_i_li_t.•pf _.Un.ifqrm. Shape s 

To investigate the freezing and thawing durability of the round• square, 
and triangular grooved surfaces in the presence of deicing che.micals but without 
traffic, one test slab was prepared as shown in Figure 10. The three unifor.m 
textures were imparted to the surface of the slab side by side. A class A-3 
.mixture with Type II ce.ment was used and a 6% air content was obtained. The 
slab was put in an outdoor exposure area and subjected to cycles of freezing and 
thawing in the presence of NaC[. 

In each cycle a .measured volu.me of water was poured on the slab and 
allowed to freeze. NaC! in the amount of 2% of the weight of that water was placed 
on the slab. It was then allowed to thaw and freeze.againo After the next thaw, the 
surface was flushed clean and another cycle began° This program resulted in 
50 cycles of freezing and thawing, half •n the presence of deicing salt and half 
in plain water. 

The speci.men showed scaling that would be classified by ASTM Method 
C 672 by the rating I, the condition being very slight scaling. (29) After 50 cycles 
of freezing and thawing, it was not possible to distinguish differences in the durability of 
various groove configurations as shown in Figure i0o In ASTM Method C 672• it 
.is stated that 50 cycles may be sufficient to evaluate a surface. In comparative tests 
if differences are not developed after 50 cycles, }t is recommended that additional 
cycles be run. However, in this project, because of the li.mited ti.me involved, the 
specimen was subjected to only 50 cycles of freezingand thawing: These results confirm 
that the durability of properly proportioned and finished concrete, even with severe 
textures, is adequate in the absence of traffic. 

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

•S g _r f_aNN _C_o_n_f_i gg _r • t_i_o_n_s• a n d M a t e r i a • P r_op e r___t i_e_•s 

To investigate the wear .mechanis.m of the grooved pave.ments from the 
standpoint of surface stresses, a theoretical ana[ysis was perfor.med. Most 
theoretical studies require idealization of the para.meters involved (such as loads• 
surface configurations, and materials), so a H.m}ted number of different uniform 
groove patterns with the same spacing and text:ure depth were studied. These 
patterns are shown in Figure Iio The di.mensions of the square groove were chosen 
based upon indications from the published literature describing cases in which this 
pattern is currently •n use and is performing satisfactor•lyo (15• 16) 



Before exposure to weathering. 

After exposure to 50 cycles of weathering. 

Figure 10. Freeze and thaw specimen with round, square 
and triangular grooved surfaces. 
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Figure 11. Uniform groove patterns chosen for the theoretical investi- 
gation of the wear mechanism. 
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Concrete [s a nonho.mogeneous .mater[alo In the theoretical study• however• 
it was assumed to be homogeneous, isotrop•c• and elastic° The elastic .modulus. 
was calculated u.s•ng the formula (30) 

E 33w 3/2 (f,c)•/2 
Where f•c is the design compressive strength in psi, w is the unit weight of 
hardened concrete •n pcf• and I• •s the elastic .modu}us [n psi° For paving concrete 
used by the Virginia Department of Highways• f.•c [s assumed to be 3• 000 psi. 
(20° ? MPa)o The un% weight was taken as 145 pcf (2320 kg per CUo .m)o These 
values give I• a va[ue of 3o 2 x 106 psi (22° 1 GPa)o Ia order to st•oply the second 
•eccessary .mater•a[ property for the analysis, Po•sson•s rat•o• v was approx,.mated 
as 0o 17o The tensile strength o• concrete was assumed to be 300 psi (2° 1 MPa)• 
10% of its co.m•ressive strength° 

Surface Loads 

A vehicle trap.•s.mits loads to the pave.ment through the tires• thus the tires 
support the •ertica]_ ].oad and develop traction forces to prope]• stop or steer the 
vehicle° The forces generated at the t[re-pave.ment •terface can be divided •nto 
two co.mponents; the normal and the tangent[a[o The tangential (frict}onal) stresses 
at the surface can be resol.ved into two parts• o•.e along the direction of travel 
and the other in the transverse direct[ono 

The distribution of the vertical tire contact pressure depends pri.marily o• 
the tire inflation pressure. Other parameters that affect the surface pressure 
include structural and operating characteristics of the t•reo Vehicles •th a w•de 
range of weights operate on the h[ghways• but the t•re contact pressure is not 
s•gnificant[y affected by an fmcrease }n static [oads The d•.fferences •n weight 
among the various vehicles on the h•ghways are accom.modated by ap• increase •n 
the tire contact area incident upop.• an i•acrease in load, which a[].ows the t•re contact 
pressure to remain virtually unchanged° At the Ar.my Mobility Research Center 
in Vicksburg• verti•ca[ cop•tact pressures on r•g•d surfaces beneath severa.[ pneu.matic 
tires with s.mooth threa•Js were .measured° (31) It wa• foond that for a iio 00•20, 
12PR s.mooth tire under a 3• 000 !bo (Io 361 Mg) [oad (intermediate between a truck 
and a passenger car wheel load) at a 30 psi (20? k•Pa) inflation pressure, the contact 
pressure along a transverse ce•ter[ine .may vary from 0 to 120 psi 0 to 827 kPa) 
at the ends° On both s•des of the center![•e •t drops to 40 psi (276 kPa) for .most 
of the width. It wou[d appear• the• that a groove •n the pave.ment near the edge of 
the contact area is loaded by i00 psi (689 kPa) average vertica} pressure° Th•s was 
assumed to be the case for the purpose o• th•s study° 

As far as the lateral shear forces are co•cer•ed• [•.mited data were available 
to the author° In NBS Mo•ograph 122• 1971• Mechanics of Pneumatic T•re___•s, it is 
stated that the exact d•strib•t•.o• of the [atera[ shear stresses is not we[[ understood• 
even for a stationary t•reo (32) Furthermore• different types of t[res wou[d create 
difi•erent •_a•oeral• shear forces° A f•gure g•ven •n the same book shows 



the stress distribution across the width of an aircraft tire reaching a .maxi.mum shear 
stress of 75 psi (517 KPa). In this study, for a roiling tire, a lateral shear force 
of 25 psi (172 KPa) was assu.med. This value was deter.mined 8n the assu.mption that 
the lateral friction force would be 25% of the nor.mal force for a rolling tire° Initially• 
internal stresses in the pavement were calculated using the above value° A second 
series of eo.mputations with the shear stresses increased to 75% of the normal pressure 
was .made in order to deter.mine the effect on internal stresses fro.m extreme conditions 
such as cornering or braking° 

In the case of round grooves two different contact areas (which are 

considered to be limiting cases) were studied° In one case• a test slab 
having the round groove was loaded by a stationary s.mooth tire with a I, 000 lb. (454 kg) 
loading and the contact surface was .measured° In the other case• the polished surlace 

area was determined for a test slab w•th round grooves which had been subjected to wear 

on the test track° In order to accomraodate the diminished contact area of the 
rounded grooves under constant loading the surface pressure was increased propor 
tionate[y in the theoretica[ analysis to 125 and 200 psi (0. 862 and Io 379 MPa) normal 

pressure for the two different cases. First 25% then 75% of these normal pressures 
were taken as shear loads. 

Internal Stress Evaluation 

The grooves had sharp corners where stress concentrat3on•, would be e,xpected. 
to occur° (33• 34)• At these points, a rapid variation of stress is also expected° Stress 
values can be evaluated for solid bodies of varying geometries using mathe.matica[ 
.methods° However, as the geometric conditions beco.me .more co.mplex• the analytical 
.methods lead to differentia[ equations that are very difficult to solve° (35) In such 
cases• numerical .methods are nor.really used. Numerical .methods give approximate, 
but satisfactory• values of the desired quantites at a finitenuhq•berof points° (36) 

Experi.menta[ procedures have also been used successfully whenever the 
analytical solutions have been impractical or complicated° So.me of the 
experimental .methods used are: photoelasticity• elastic .membrane• electric 
analogy• strain gage, brittle coating, brittle .material, ductile .mater•a[• rubber .model• 
and the repeated stress techniques.(35, 37) 

All potential approaches having been considered• the different groove 
patterns in this investigation were analyzed using the finite ele.ment .method because 
of co.mplex geometric conditions at the grooves, 

The concrete surface was investigated as a two-dimensional problem 
rather than the actual three-dimensional one° This was done to simplify the 
problemo The capacity of the available computer is [i.mited and the use of three- 
di.mensionalele.ments occupies a large .memory space° The section of pavement 
perpendicular to the longitudinal grooves was analyzed° This section is the critical 
one since it includes the complex boundaries. 



The two-•dimensionaI .model is treated as a plane strain proble.mo This 
approach assumes that the predo.minant strains occur in a plane a•d that the 
stresses in the other direction are neglected because of the small Poisson•s ratio 
for co•crete 

Finite Element Method 

The fundamental concept in the finite ele.ment technique is that a structure 
.may be considered as an assemblage of individual elements interconnected at a 
finite number of joints or nodal points. (38,39,40, 41, 42) For example, the two- 
dimensional elements interconnected at nodal points around the half grooves 
investigated in this study are shown in Figure 12. 

The finite ele.ment analysis invoives three basic steps 

(2) 
Structural idealization, 
derivation of the element properties, and 

structural analysis of the element assemblage° 

(41) 

The structural idealization is sf.mply the discretization of the system° 
Discretization .means the subdivision of a given system into an equivalent 
system of finite elements° Then the properties of the chosen element are 
evaluated. This evaluation consists of determining-the stiffness or the flexibility 
of the ele.ment• which relates the nodal forces to the nodal displacements° The 
individual element properties are combined to obtain the overall stiffness, or the 
flexibility matrix of the syste.mo Afterwards• the computation of stress and deflections 
for a given loading condition isa standard structural proble.m and the following three 
basic principles should be satisfied: (41, 43) 

(2) 
(3) 

Equilibriu.m of the internal ele.ment forces at each node 
with the externally applied nodal forces, 
compatibility of the element deformations at the nodes• and 

force-•deflection relationship for each ele.ment according to the 
geometry and the .material properties° 

The unknown quantities in the analysis may be the nodal displace.ments, 
the nodal internal forces, or both° The corresponding methods of analysis are 
known as the displacement (stiffness):method, the force (flexibility .method), or 
the .mixed method° (42) For each element, the relation between the displacements 
and the internal forces of each node is formulated according to the theory of 
elasticity° The equations obtained are very conveniently expressed in .matrix 
notation° The ele.ment matrices are assembled to represent the complete structural 
system° The .matrix formulation of a structural syste.m yields simultaneous algebraic 
equations suitable for' automatic computation° In fact, for a large number of elements 
it would be impractical, if not i.mpossible.• to handle the volume of data manually° 
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Round Groove 

Figure 12 (continued) 
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In the force .method of analysis for an indeter.minate structure• there are 
severa[ al, ternatives in the choice of the redundantSo (The redundants are the 
forces i.n excess of the number needed to obtain a statically deter.minate structure. 
Each choice of redundancy will [nflu.ence the nature and the amount of the compu- 
tation necessary. 

In the stiffness method the unknown quantities are the joi, nt d•sp[ace.ments. 
(The joints of a structure subjected to load will experience displacements unless 
they are restrain.edo The unknown joint d•,splace.ments w•l[ dictate the degree of 
indeter.m•nancy and there is no question about their select[Ono Thus• the stiffness 
method can be readily standardized and does not require engineering decisions 
during the computations. (44• 45) Hence for co.mputer use the stiffness method is 
.more desi.rable• thus• in the finite ele.ment technique the d[splace.ment .method is 
usually employed. There is a lack of a generalized and systematic flexibility method. (36) 

E LAS P•_ogram 

In this study a co:mputer program called ELAS75 was used to determi.ne the 
stresses around the grooves of the top surface.• subjected to an assumed loading 
condi, i;ion. ELAS75 •s an i.mproved FORTRAN IV vers•on of the ELAS progra.m• (46) 
a digital computer program for solving the [[near eq•,il•briu.m proble.ms of one-• 
two-• and three-di.mens[onal syste.ms. It has been used in aerospace and related 
indu•stries since 1966. ELAS?5 has been adapted to the University of V•rgin[a 
computer system using UPDATE.• a syste.m program that enables the creation• 
manipulation, and maintenance of library files for the SCOPE operating syste.mo 
ELAS75 coi•sists of a main program and about I00 st•brouti.neso * To .minimize the 
core .memOr•o area for the instrt•ctions• the program is overlayed •nto four basic 
links. The first link reads, stores, and checks the input data° The second 
generates the governing equations of the problem by generating a•d asse.mbli•g 
ele.ment sti.ffness and load matrices. The third link solves for the deflect[o•s• and 
the fourth link obtains the stresses. The program consists of the displacement 
.method of analysis and the f•n[te element .met•hOdo The availability of one-• 
and three-di, mensiona[ ele.ments prove, des i°or the solution of al.most any structure° 
The deflections between .mesh points are assu.med to be Ii_nearo This assu.mpt•on 
ensures the .monotonic convergence of deflect•ons from the stiffer side w[thdecreas[ng 
.mesh size. (46) 

The co.mputer program used gives the stress values at the centro•d of the 
ele.ment. To deter.m•ne the number of nodes necessary for good resuIts• a coarse 
and then finer mesh were analyzed° EIe.ments of the refined .mesh were chose• such 
that their centroids co,.needed with the centro[ds of the elements of the coarser mesh° 
The degree of convergence of d•splacement and stress values at the ¢o.mmon points 
dictated whether or not s,'t•[[ finer .meshes were necessary° 

* The E LAS75 co.mputer •rogra.m l[st•,•g is co:,mple•: and forego Therefore• 
it is •ot attached to th•s repor• bnt •s ir• the Research Counc[l fi[eS 
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Co_q2,m•m utations Resell, is and Conc•,usio______•_n• 
In the pave.ment cross section.• the h•ghly stressed regions would be those 

at the top surface and arot•nd the grooves beneath the contact area, Because of practica[ li.m•tat•ons• such as the capac•,y of the available CDC 6400 computer• only 
a small port,on of the top surface co-•Id be st•udiedo Therefore• as shown in Figure 13• a part of the sur£ace w•th o•e groove was considered and it was called the 
•'s.mall syste.m"o The_rest o£ the parlement cross section influenced by the surface loading was called the •'tota[ syste.m"o The .mesh distribution of half the s.mall 
syste.m with different groove patterns is shown in Figure 12o The depth of the 
s.ma]_l system was taken as 1/2" (12o ?.m.m)• ]•our times the actual .maxi.mu.m groove depth• so that a}], the desired stress d•str•bution around the groove could be included, 
The total system was assemb•.ed •ro.m e}e.ments which boca.me s.ma}!er towards 
the top surface• especia•_•,y under the .surface [oad•ngo The .mesh divisions were .made so that the boundaries and so.me nodes o£ the s.mal.l system coincided w}th 
those of the total syste.mo The s.mal•_ groove a•aly•ed is located •n the top center 
portion o]• the total str•ctureo The boundary co•.ditions of the s.mal} syste.m were obtained from the corresponding disp]ace.ments at the co.mmon nodal poi•nts e• 
the total, system° 

It was necessary to choose the di.mens•o•,s of• the total syste.mo I£ a body 
is loaded at a sur•ace• a part o• the body beneath the surface wot•[d be affected° 
The stresses wot•[d decrease as the depth •ncreasedo A point wou•.d be reached 
where the stress components wou],d reach only a smal} percentage of the contact 
pressure and could be neglected° In the total syste.m th•s depth wou•,d be well be•,ow 
the depth, of the concrete pave.ment• whi, ch is usua}ly 8" (203.ram) or 9 '' (229m.m)o 
Below the pave.ment is the subbase• a layer w•th physical propert}es that are quite 
variable and hard to specify° In add•tion• the d•s[•Iace.ments and friction forces 
at the interface between the pavement and st•bbaseare diffic•_[t to Dred£cto Because 
of these co.mp[ications• the total_ syste.m was assumed to be of one .mater•al_o Later 
as a check• the layer below 9" (229mm) of concrete was treated as a di•fferent 
material having an e}astic .medullas of 10% of that o• co•creteo On•ya s.mall variation 
of stresses was observed at the top s•rface a•_d around the grooves under the tire loading° Based on Boussinesq,•s equat•o• wh•ch co•,•_siders that the .materia} is elastic homogeneous• and •sotrepic• the depth of., the tota[ syste.m was assumed to be 20" 
(508.m.m)• beyond which the effect ol the surlace •,oad•ng was neg[ig•b.ieo (47) The 
width of this syste.m was ca}cu}ated to be 46 3/4 • (l187.mm) based o• the 45 ° stress' 
distribution appro•:•.mat•eno Th•s appro×•.matior,•_ asst•.mes that at each depth the 
vertical stress •s distributed on a• area bou•ded by [ines or•g•at}•g at the end 
the ].oaded area and descend•.•g at an •nclinat•on o£ 45o° 

The boundary conditions on the total, syste.m were chosen so that no vertical 
displacement at the botto.m and no horizonta[ disp•ace.ments, at the far ends were permitted° The concrete o•a both sides of i;he tota!• syste.m would provide so.me 
restraint, Howe•'er,• so.me lateral .movement at the• e•_ds wou[d be expected. Therefore, 
another run of the same syste.m was made with •o prescribed boun.dry condition at 
both far ends. This asst•.rnptio•i• had neg!•igib[e effec•,s o• the stresses at the center 
of the syste.m where the• s.mal•l• syste.m was located° 
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6" (152mm) 
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•" (19.0m 
m)••• 
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20", 
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Figure 13. Loaded surface a• the resulting area of influence constituted 
the large model "total system". The shaded portion with one 

groove represented the "small system". 
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It •hould be noted that in the theoretical analysis a constant average 
elastic .modulus, E, was used for concrete. However, the constituents of concrete 
the.mselves have different E values. The size of thefinite elements used. in the 
co.mplete system .may be. small enough in so.me cases to approach the di.mensions 6f 
the constituents of the concrete. However, because of the heterogeneity of concrete, 
it is not possible to pursue an analysis which will be general and also include the 
different E yalues of the ingredients of concrete. 

The f•ur possible loading conditions shown in Figure 14 were applied to 
the single g#oove. The. necessary boundry conditions were obtained fro.m the 
total syste.m under tire loadings, shown-in Figure 15. 

In the analysis• principles of sy.mmetry and antisymmetry were used° 
enabled the computation of the displacements and stresses in the complete system by 
considering only half of the system, divided through the centerline, as shown, in 
Figure 16. The symmetry principle requires only the the defo.rmation within the 
pl•tne of sy.mmetry be specified. Conversely, the: antisy.mmetry principle states 
that no deformation take place within the'plane of sy.mmetry. 

When the stress or displace.ment values for oneside of the system are 
deter.mined, those for the other side can readily be. obtained, depending on the 
sy.mmetry or the antisy.mmetry conditions. For the stress components the following 
relations hold. 

This 

Pri.mes denote the other half t•f the body" 

aym.metry; • .• 

Antisym.metry; 

•X (yyl gx ay 
=(y (YI,2 

lt2 TI 

•x •y gy• -• • (•X = ,. 
T T 

O- O. = T (9"1 
2 

0" 
2 •' TI•__ 

where o 
x 

and Ovare normal stresses 
in x and }•irections respectively 

•i and •2 are maximum and .minimum principal normal stresses respectively 

• is the shear stress 
• is the principal shear stress 

For the 100 psi{689 kPa) normal and 25 psi (172 kPa) shear Ioading• the 
internal stresses in the concrete were well below levels sufficient to cause direct 
failure in concrete° In Figure 17,.stress contours are plotted whi'ch show the 
distribution of principal stresses for type (a) loading (Figure 14), which along with 
type (c) gave overall high tensile stresses compared to the other types of loading. 



Type (a) Type (b) 

Figure 14. 
Type (c) Type (d) 

Different types of loading on a groove representing possible 
extreme cases and different modes of travel such as type (a) 
would occur along a straight road whereas type (b) would 
occur around the curves. 

(152mm) 
• 

6 • 

(508 ram) • 
46•" (1187mm) 

__• 
(152mm) 

Figure 15. The total system was loaded as shown to obtain the 
boundary conditions for the small system. 
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Typ• (a) 

1 
Type (b) 

Type. (c) 

Type (d) 

• A 

S Symmetric A Antisymmetric 

A 

Figure 16. Superposition was used to obtain the boundary conditions and 
the stresses under the different loading conditions given in 
Figure 14. 
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The high tensile stresses generated by these two loadings occured at the botto.m and at 
the corners of the grooves, but they were all below the .magnitude sufficient, to cause 
failure by static overstressing. The highest co.mpressive stresses were found at 
the top surface under loading, but they were very low co.mpared to the ulti.mate 
compressive strength of concrete. 

The surface shear loading was increased to 75 psi (517 kPa), and all 
types (a, b, c, d) of loading were used for the square groove• which was intended for 
comparison with the experimental study. Type (a) Ioading• which gave high 
tensile stresses in the initial run, and type (b) loading, which would occur while 
cornering, were used for all surface configurations. 

In this second run for the type (a) I•ading, zones with high tensile 
stresses which exceeded the tensile strength of concrete were observed at the 
botto.m of the grooves. In order to study the influence of a sharp corner the 
botto.ms of the square grooves were rounded to eliminate sharp corners, and the 
stress values obtained using type (a) loading still had tensile values high,•,r than the 
tensile strength of the concrete. When type (c) loading with 75 psi (517 kPa) shear 
was applied to the square groove, tensile stresses close to, but below, the tensile 
strength of concrete were obtained. Again these high tensile stresses were e•ther 
at the bottom or at the corners of the grooves. For all types of loading except type (a), 
tensile stresses were observed at the shoulder of the groove orthe top surface• but 
these were less than 30% of the ultimate tensile strength and therefore not h•gh 
enough to cause direct failure. 

In the type (a) loading, which gave high tensile stresses at the bottom 
corner of the grooves, the square groove y•elded the lowest tensile stress values 
compared to the other grooves investigated. This finding suggested that the square 
groove, compared to the triangular and the round groove patterns of this study• 
would be the .most desirable shape. The square groove is easy to..make •n the 
concrete and also provides: 

(I) More contact surface than the round groove, which enables a higher 
adhesion co.mponent of friction; and 

(2) larger drainage capacity than the triangular and the round groove• 

which .mini.mizes hydroplaning. 

To investigate the effect of groove geometry on the internal stresses, 
the depth of the rectangular groove was increased from 1/8" (3.2mm) to 
i" (25.4mm) in 1/8" (3.2ram) increments while keeping the groove width and spacing 
constant so that deeper rectangular grooves were for.reed. Because of co.mputer 
storage limits, stresses for only one-half of the rectangular groove were investigated. 
Different boundary conditions .and surface Ioadings were studied as shown in Figure 18, 

Along the centerline of the groove• sym.metric and antisy.mmetric 
boundary conditions were prescribed. The sy.m.metric one (Cases B and C in 
Figure 18) represents the. type (a) Ioad•.ng whereas the antisy.mmetric one (Cases 
A and D) represents the type (b) loading. The side of. the groove was init•.ally 



•e•tr•ined f•om horizontal d•.•p[aee.ment and then left f•ee to move° The •etu, al 
•itu•tion on the highway i• •o.mewhe•e between the two ea•e• free .move.merit and 
n o .m o ve.m e n to 

The surface loading on the syste.m was taken.as a 25 psi (172 kPa) shear and 
100 psi. (689 kPa) nor.mal l•oadingo Then the, shear loading was increased to 75 psi 
(•17 kPa), the nor.real pressure was kept at 100 psi (689 kPa). 

The principal tensile stresses which were obtained for an ele.ment near the 
corner of the groove (the location where high principal tensile stressed are computed) 
versus the depth of groove are shown •n Figure 18o The plot indicates that increasing 
the depth of the groove y•e!ds higher pr•nc•pa.[ tensile stresses and that there are 
two important factors affecting the •nternal stresses. One of the factors is the 
action of the shear loading and the other is the boundary conditions° In Figure 18 
the pl.otted lines show the effect of higher shear loading• which causes higher 
principal tensile stresses. However• it •_s noted that the effect of shear loading is 
not apparent when the side of the groov• •s restrained fro.m horizontal .move.ment 
(cases C and D)o In such a case• the loads are .mainly transferred to the reactions 
and their effects are s.mall around the grooves. When the sides are free to move• higher tensile stresses are developed° 

Fro.m Figure 18, it •s concluded that the deeper grooves are .more prone to 
structural failure• and the two .main factors involved are the surface shear loading 
and the boundary conditions° 

CORRELATION OF THEORETICAL AND THE EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSES 

The theoretical study showed that for I00 psi (689 kPa) nor.mal and 25 psi 
(172 kPa) shear loading• the stresses around the grooves and the top surface were 
well below the ultimate capacity of concrete both •n tension and co.mpression. 
When the shear load was •ncreased to 75 psi (5.17 kPa), the tensile stresses at the 
botto.m and corner of the grooves exceeded the ulti.mate capacity of concrete. Thus• 
failure resu!t•ng £ro.m overstressing would be expected at those locations if the assu.med 
theoretical .model w•th such surface loading and .material properties were correct. 
At the top surface principal stresses were .much s.mal[er than the ultimate capacity 
of concrete° However• in the expert.mental analysis the speci.mens obtained from 
the hi.ghways wh•.ch included a saw cut square groove showed that .most of the cracks 
and wear occurred at the shoulders and at the top sur£ace and resul_ted in eli.mination 
o£ the .microtextureo Hardly any cracks were observed at the bottom o• the grooves, 
which indicated that wear •s a surface phenomenon •or shallow grooves studied 
(maxi.mu.m groove depth o£ 1/8" (3.2ram)) and that a structural failure associated 
with large--scale .material loss •.s not e•pected •or st•ch grooves. 

Since the theoreti•ca[ .model did not predict the wear observed, other explanations 
were •nvestigated. The cracks at the top surface were usually parallel and close 
to the surface° Si.m•lar behavior •s observed •n the wear of .metal° This 
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Figure 18. The effect of deeper rectangular grooves on the internal stresses 
for different loading and boundary conditions. 
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pheno.menon is explained in. ter:ms ofthe occ•rrence of shear stresses which initiate 
cracks beneath the contact area between two ideal elastic bodies with curved 
surfaces pressing against each other° The solution to this proble.m was obtained by 
Hertz o(35)a The appli.catio• of the .method to concrete assu.ming an elastic modulus 
Of3o 2:x10" psi (22 IGPa),and a Poisson•'s ratio of 0o17• and rubber with an elastic 
modulus of I00• 000 psi (689 MPa) and Poisson-°s ratio of 0.5• resulted in a crack 
depth of 8o 1 .m.m,• which is a•.most 40 ti.mes deeper than the observed approxi.mate 
crack depth of 0o 2ram •n the samples° In the analysis the tire was assumed to have a 
double radii of curvature of 119' (279mm) and 13.5 •' (343,1n.m) carrying a load of 
5• 000 Ibo (2° 268 Mg) and the concrete surface was taken to be fiat° Because of the 
inability to explain the .mode of failu_re through the Hertzian contact stress considering 
the whole tire another approach was pursued° 

Due to the asperities and loose .material such as grit on the surface• 
a higher surface [oading occurs at certai, n points. .For example, if there is an 
aggregate protruding at the surface or lyf.r•g on the surface, the tire arches over [to 
The arching action results in a larger area of tire load to be carried by:a smaller 
area of the aggregate. The aggregat, e• becau• of its size• could trans.mit the tire 
load as a concentrated load. If a concentrated load of 500 lb (227 kg) could be transmitted 
to the surface• a vertical normal stress of 3•900 psi (26°9 MPa) and a principal 
normal stress of 5•400 psi (•37o 2 MPa)incompressie•would occur. The above 
stress values were obtained at the top surface of the square groove loaded I/8" 
(3° 2re.m) from the side of the groove° The distribution of stresses in the .material 
beneath the load i•,d[cated a sharp increase as the surface was reached° The occurrence 
of high stresses at the top surface coffer.ms that wear i.nvolVes a surface phenomenon 
as observed or• the pavements e•peri.mentallyo The loss of .material might be due 
to overstress[ng or cyc[[c loading depending upon the heterogeneity of concrete 
and the magni, tude of the ]•oad transmitted to the surface. 

The new pave.ment surfaces examined experi.mentaIIy exhibited a large 
number of asperities• whi.le the worn surfaces exhibited fewer° As the tire roiled 
the initial asperi•;•.es m•ght ha're been wor•:•, to e.xpose so.me •ew aspex:ties but not 
as .many as the i•it•a• one, So The asperit•es• whether paste or aggregate• would 
break off because of high l•ocaI•ozed stresses° The aggregates .might also exert 
pressure on the paste and i•it•ate cracks° In Figure 3 the flat paste surface on the 
right-hand s•,de of the asperity in the .mi.ddIe right picture is an apparent continuation 
of a paste aggregate interface which •s .mostly outside the picture frame (only a very s.malI 
portion of the aggregate [s v•sibIe at the extreme right-hand edge of the frame)° This 
aggregate particle or the aggregate paste •nterface .may have initiated the crack shown 
in the pieture• or the crack might be the result of the stress concentration in the 
asperity itse!fo F•gu, re :3 shows a s.mooth surfs, co without any apparent asperity° 
The aggregate on the [eft•hand s•,de of the bottom r•oght picture might have initiated 
the crack shown° The cause of the surface ¢_•,racks, thei•r origin and direction of 
travel were usually hard to determ•.•e since the related surface material had been 
lost and thin sections would •ot r ..•e•.•(•ssaril, v •i•dicate the continous nature of the cracks 

It is conceivable that •:he asperit•,es could create a wedge action and 
cause the .material• under•,•eath to failo However, no such evidence was observed 
in the samples studied° 
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The performance of deeper re•ta•g•lar grooves which would provide 
better dra•_nage was •n•est•gatedo It was fot•!,•d that the deeper grooves are .more 

prone to structural fad.lure since increasing the groove depth would generate higher 
ter•,s•.le stresses [n concrete as sh.owt• [n F•,gu, re 18o For better drainage another 
alternative would be t.o widen the grooves° However• th•s would r•sult [n a decreased 
contact; surface• whi, ch •s tmdes•rab[e because of a reduced adhes•on component of fr[ct•ono 

(1) 

(2) 

(6) 

(7) 

CONCLUSIONS 

Wear observed on the core sa:mples studi.ed was .mainly a st•rface pheno.menono 
Shou!ders and the top surface of the var•o•s textures e•hib•ted cracks and 
loss of materia[• whereas the bottoms of the grooves were v•,rtually u•affected 
as observed •.•, the petrographic m•alySiSo The sho•_!ders wore faster that,, 
did the top 

The pastes• depending on the,•,r qual[ty• d[s•£egrated either by flak•ng or 
crushing. Flaking was observed in strong pastes and crushing in weaker 
pastes,• yet both .maintained good. microtexture, Aggregate• by chipping off at 
p[a:(•es and zones of weak•ess, provioded good .mJocrotextureo The cont•nuo•s 
re.mova[ of the smal[ pieces of aggregate a•d paste at the surface lead to an 
appreciable decrease • .macrotexture (eIi.mi,•.at•or•, of grooves)° 

Both the IongitUd•o•.al grooves and the transverse grooves indicated the same wear 
mecha•[Smo 

Durabi•Iity of the c•onfig•,rat•:•o•-•.s• (roun.d• square• and tr•a•gtxIar grooves) as 
indicated by freezi, ng and thawing •on the presence of de•cers b•£ ia the a•bsence 
of traffie• was satisfactory a•.d after 50 ¢•y(:-,[es the differen•es [:• the durabi•,ity 
of the vari•ous groove co•afiguratio•.•,s could 

A new pavement surface exh•,bits a weak paste at the very top as seen on 
the samlSles from. I•6,i •n New Ke•t Country P-o•ressive wear results 
the wearing away of the weak top surface and •,'•x.pos•re of' the stror•ger 
paste u•derneath as observed i• a• older padre.merit o• I=95o 

The theoreti, caI analysis of the internal stress distr•bt•,tion for the round• 
sq•are• and triangular grooves showed that a structural fat[ur'e in concrete 
would be due to the prie, c•opa!, tens•_le stresses occur[•g at the betto.m and corners 
of the grooves rather than at: the surfa•e where the ter•s•le stresses are s.mallero 
However, the stresses determh•ed from 25ps• •172kPa,) shear ae, d 100 l:•si (689 kPa) 
normal load•.•g we.re not of s•,ffi<,•-ie•t .magrt•tu•de to cause a structural fa•lureo 

Square grooves would st=•rve as the des•red pattern compared to the triangular 
and the rou•_.d groove patterns of th•s study° The square groove provides 
more con.tact st•,rface tha.• the rot•d groove a•_•d thus allows a htgher adhesion, 
co.mpo•_ent of fr•:ti, o:•.. Also it provides a greater drat•age capacity tha• the 
triangular a•d •he rou•.d groove the:ceby a•d m•nim•:es hydroplani•go 



(8) The depth of the square groove was stud•ed by the finite e•e.ment analysis to 
deter.mine the effect of geometry on interna• stresses° A [i.miting depth of 
the groove based on the theoretica• stress analysis can be deter.mined fro.m 
Figure 18 depending on the •oading and the boundary conditions, 

SUGGESTED FURTHER RESEARCH 

A better understanding of the surface loading would be helpful in dealing 
with tire-pavement interactions° The surface pressure distribution in the presence 
of grooves and s.mal[ asperities should be investigated° Additional beneficial 
infor.mation may be gained by various photoelastic procedures including mode• 
studies incorporating frozen stress patterns and slice analysis techn•queSo 

It is very hard to simulate the wear of actual highways in the Iaboratory in a 
theoretical study° In the laboratory• speeds significantly lower than those on even 
lightly traveled highways are maintained° In addition• the wear process is slow 
and it takes a large number of wheel passes to wear the surface° Consequent•y• it 
would be beneficial to pursue field studies of different surface textures° Various 
surface configurations w•th varying material, properties shouId be imparted to a 
test section in the highway and exposed to traffic° The comparison among the con 
figurations wouId indicate the performance of one relative to the others under the 
existing conditions° 

Wheels exert dynamic loads on the pavement° A laboratory study that places 
cyclic Ioads on the specimens .may yield a better correlation to repeated tire 
passes on the highways than wi.•l a slow .moving tire° 

Increased rough texture may cause excessive road noise and tire wear° 
This possibility shouId be considered •n further investigations° 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The top surface of concrete is usually weak because of finishing operations 
or bleeding° The refore• it should be recognized that, athin surface layer (about 
0o 5 .mm deep dependi.ng upon the qual.ity of concrete) will wear off fast. 

The air, water• and ce.ment content of the .mix should be carefully 
controlled to obtain a good quality .mixture° 

In finishing• the tine spacings should be w•de enough to enable the exposure 
of coarse aggregates near the top surface° 

The aggregates should have zones and planes of weakness where pieces 
would break off and expose a new .m•crotextureo However• this process .must be 
slow to provide long service lifeo Among the best aggregates for this purpose are 
certain quartz•,tes and granites° 
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APPENDIX 

LABORATORY SPECIMENS 

Fabrication 

Twelve textured concrete sIabs• as shown in Table A-I and Figure 
were fabricated using skid resistant coarse and fine aggregates° These contained 
siliceous .material that wears slowly and exposes good .microtexture. The coarse 
aggregate was a granite gneiss obtained fro.m the Superior Stone COo• Red Hill, 
Virginia (Spo Gr. 2.79). The fine aggregate was a quartz-sand produced by 
Lone Star Industries, Inc., PuddIeduck• Petersburg, Vao (Sp.o Gr. 2.61 and 
FoMo. 2.64) 

Table A-- 1 

Selected types of textures i.mparted to the slabs 
that were tested on the circular test track. 

Soe ci.m en__ _Geometry_ Orientation 

1 Square groove Longitudinal 
2 Triangular groove I•ngitudinal 
3 Round groove Longitudinal 
4 Square groove Transverse. 
5 Triangular groove Transverse 
6 Round groove Transverse 
7 Burlap Longitudinal 
8 Wire brush Longitudinal 
9 Sprinkled chips 

I0 Exposed aggregates 
ii Imprinted (fibrous concrete) Longitudinal 
12 I.mp rinted Longitudinal 

The mixes were designed using the absolute volume .method° All the 
batches except the one for the fibrous concrete were prepared so as to produce 
si.milar strengths in accordance with class A-3 .mixtures designated by the Virginia 
Department of Highways° Type II ce.ment was used. 

In the case of the fibrous concrete a .mixture of 1:2o 39:0.86 by weight 
having a ce.ment content oi• 8 bags per cubid yard (445.0 kg per cu..m) with a water- 
ce.ment ratio of 0o 49 was prepared. The amount of fibers in the .mix was 200 lbs. 
per cubic yard (118o 4 kg per CUo.m) The co.mpressive design strength was 5,000 psi 
(34.5 MPa). A slump of 2" (50° 8mm) and an air content of 6 I/2% was achieved° The 
slabs had both random and uniform textures. The unifor.m shapes shown in Figure II 
were obtained by casting concrete on steel .molds of the desired groove pattern. 

A sensing instru.ment was located in a speci.men having longitudinal 
grooves to .measure the forces occurring at the tire-pavement interface. (Figures A-2 and 
A-3)o These forces were intended to be used •n the theoretical analysis as loads 
exerted on the surface. 



LongiCudinal square groove Longitudinal tri•ngular groove 

LongiCudinal round groove Transverse square groove 

Transverse triangular groove Transverse round groove 

Figure A-•. Top view of the concrete slabs with various textures that were sub- 
jected to wear at the circular test track. 



Burlap 

Sprinkled chips 

Imprinted (fibrous concrete) 

Wire brush 

Exposed aggregates 

Imprinted 

Figure A-1 (continued) 



Figure A-2. A sensor was built to measure the surface forces. 

Figure A-3. Sensor was set inside the smecimen having lonKitudinal grooves. 



Test•n_g 

All the speci.mens were subjected to wear at the test track of the 
Maryland Road Com.mission, show•, in Figure A-4• for 835• 000 cycles which is 
equivalent to I, 670• 000 wheel passes. The test track is 6 (Io 83m) in diameter 
with two wheels connected to a central shaft• that rotates in a horizontal plane 
at 24 rev/min under a I, 000 lb. (454 kg) vertical loading on each wheel. 

Figure A-4. Circular test track of the Maryland Road Commission used in the 
experimental phase. 

At certain ti.me interva!s• skid nu.mbers (SN I00 x coefficient of 
friction) were obtained with a British Portable Tester (BPT) (48) At each interval 
an average of four tests was used° The plots are shown in Figures A-5 through 
Within the first i00,000 cycles the skid numbers dropped rapidly; afterwards a 

slight decrease and then a leveling off were observed. The skid numbers .measured 
with the BPT were influenced .mainly by the contact area• the .microtexture, and 
the physical interference caused by the orientation of the grooves. The general 
trend of the curves approxi.mates that shown earlier in Figure io 

The speed parameter could not be accommodated because of the very 
low test speed of the BPT, 5 to 7 mph (8 to 11 km/hr)o Thus• the beneficial effect 
of grooves at high speeds was not reflected. The groove spacing decreased the 
contact area, which caused a decrease }n skid resistance° The unifor.m idealized 
shapes with longitudinal grooves gave low skid numbers. Because they were cast 

on a steel .mold, they had a s.mooth surface with poor .microtextureo It was originally 
anticipated that in,itia[ tire passes would roughen the surface of unifor.m shapes and 
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a satisfactory microtexture would be achieved. This happened in the case of longitudinal 
grooves after 500,000 cycles but did not increase the skid numbers appreciably. Uniform 
transverse grooves gave higher frictional valu.es.• probabIy because of the catching 
of the rubber slider of the BPT at the grooves. The slab with fibrous concrete showed 
.more resistance than. the one with plain concrete and the sa.me texture. The rubber 
slider .might have experienced .more resistance because of the protruding wires. The 
fluctuation of the skid nu.mbers for the same texture at increasing numbers of tire 
passes might have resulted fro.m the varying .microtexture exposed at the time of 
test. 

The sensing device proposed to .measure the forces at the tire-pave.ment 
interface did not: give satisfactory results, since the forces at the surface were very low. 
In addition, errors resulting fro.m the sticking, vibrating, and squeezing effect of the 
treads altered the s.ma!,!, force components considerably. 

The testing of slabs in the test track caused so.me degree of pol•.shing, but 
there was no .measurable decrease in texiure depth. Therefore, the petrographic 
examination of these slabs was o.rnitted. It is anticipated that utilizing the circular 
track to obtain a significant decrease in te:.•l:ure depth would take quite a long ti.me, 
possibly a few years. More rapid wear is gained in the same period in the field on 
Virginia:s heav•Iy tra•;eled pavements. 

Because of the difficulties encountered with the use of the circular 
text track concerning the degree of wear and the measure.ment of the surface forces, 
a different type of facility was investigated° This apparatus in Tennessee, shown in 
Figure A-9, fh•sists of a wheel rotating in a vertical plane at constant speed about 
a fixed axle. ••• The wheeI is kept on the specimen under a 2'•0 lb. (122 kg) load. 
Higher loads cause rapid wear and damage to the rotating tire. The wheel rotates 
at a constant speed, equivalent to a vehicl•'•s trave!ing at 10 .mph (16 km per hr). 
The power required to keep this constant: speed is recorded. Within a couple hours 
it is possible to obtain sufficient polishing to cause a s!ippery surface. However, 
consultation and so.me •,i.mited testing with this equipment reveaIed that it is doubtful 
that a significant decrease in texture depth could be achieved using the rota.ting wheel. 
For these reasons the remaining exlaer•.men•al pha.se of the work was directed and 
confined to observations on cores removed from pa.ve.ments in service. 



Figure A-9. Test apparatus consisting of rotating wheel. 
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